
Correction of IVS I-110(G>A) β-thalassemia by
CRISPR/Cas- and TALEN-mediated disruption of
aberrant regulatory elements in human 
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells

β-Hemoglobinopathies result from mutations in the 
β-globin (HBB) gene.1 Whereas causative mutations may
be corrected by precise gene correction based on homol-
ogy-directed repair, imprecise disruption of genome ele-
ments by non-homologous end joining is inherently
more efficient and more suitable for long-term repopulat-
ing cells.2 This has already prompted the pursuit of dis-
ruption-based reactivation of the HBB paralog g-globin as
a potentially universal genome-editing strategy to treat
patients with β-hemoglobinopathies,3 which is as yet
unproven in the clinic. The common β-thalassemia allele
IVSI-110 (HBBIVS-110(G>A)) has an aberrant splice acceptor
site that leads to abnormal splicing.4 Here we investigat-
ed the use of a mutation-specific and disruption-based
approach to correct HBBIVS-110(G>A). Based on both tran-
scription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) and
CRISPR/Cas9 RNA-guided HBBIVS-110(G>A)-targeting nucle-
ases we analyzed non-homologous end joining-based
indel events at on- and off-target sites, and the efficiency
of functional correction in patient-derived CD34+-derived
HBBIVS-110(G>A)-homozygous erythroblasts. Both platforms
showed significant correction at the RNA, protein and
morphological levels, with up to 95% on-target disrup-
tion, using a design that minimized d-globin (HBD) off-
target activity. The present study establishes suitable tar-
get sequences for effective restoration of normal splicing
and validates gene disruption by virus- and DNA-free
delivery of nucleases as potential therapy for HBBIVS-110(G>A)

thalassemia.
The HBBIVS-110(G>A) mutation resides 19 nucleotides

upstream of the normal intron-1 splice acceptor site. We
identified one CRISPR/Cas9 and two TALEN-pair target
sites compatible with platform-specific sequence con-
straints, proximity of exon 2, and the need to discern
HBB from HBD for therapy by disruption (Figure 1,
Online Supplementary Figure S1). Predicted double-strand-
ed break sites were adjacent to the aberrant splice accep-
tor site for the RNA-guided nuclease (RGN) and upstream
for TALEN pairs, TALEN R1/L1 (R1/L1) and TALEN

R1/L2 (R1/L2), and had the potential to render the aber-
rant splice acceptor site non-functional and promote nor-
mal splicing. All nucleases, including three alternative
TALEN R monomers with specificity-enhancing repeat-
variable-diresidue (RVD) substitutions for combination
with L1 and L2 monomers (Online Supplementary Figure
S2A),5 gave significant disruption for an episomal HBBIVSI-
110(G>A)-green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter construct
in HEK 293T cells (Online Supplementary Figure S2B–F),
but only R1/L1 and R1/L2 reduced GFP fluorescence
almost to background levels. R1/L1, R1/L2 and the RGN
were then selected for evaluation in patient-derived
HBBIVS-110(G>A)-homozygous CD34+ cells. This would allow
the assessment of translatable nuclease delivery, off-tar-
geting, endogenous HBB expression and phenotypic cor-
rection after erythroid differentiation in therapeutically
relevant cells.
We nucleofected expanded primary CD34+ cells,6 either

with pre-assembled RNP complexes for the RGN, or with
in vitro synthesized mRNA for TALEN pairs and for the
GFP transfection control, reaching transfer efficiencies
greater than 90% (98.4±1.0% GFP+ cells) and a viability
of approximately 95% (Online Supplementary Figure S3).
Initial experiments investigated potential HBD off-target
activity, reported as problematic elsewhere.7 The number
and position of RGN mismatches with HBD (Figure 1B)
would predictably prevent any HBD cleavage,8 restricting
these analyses to L1/R1 and R1/L2 (Online Supplementary
Figure S4). Measurement of HBB and HBD disruption by
a T7E1 assay confirmed high (70–80%) on-target activity
by both TALEN, but also substantial (≈18%) HBD disrup-
tion by R1/L1. By contrast, R1/L2 HBD disruption was
negligible and comparable to controls, attributable to the
suboptimal 8-bp R1/L2 spacer for HBD (Figure 1B). For
three additional samples, R1/L1 gave on average
52.0±7.5% HBBIVS-110(G>A) on-target and 25.8±6.2% HBD
off-target disruption. Concurrent cleavage and corre-
sponding ≈7.4-kb deletion would create a chimeric
HBD/HBB gene, which we confirmed by specific, fusion-
spanning polymerase chain reaction and sequencing
(Online Supplementary Figure S4C, D). The detected
HBD/HBB fusion gene comprised the therapeutically
immaterial promoter and the 5’ region of HBD up to its
intron-1 off-target site, and the corresponding 3’ region
of HBB. Accordingly, reversed phase high performance
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Figure 1. Principle of non-homologous end joining-based functional correction of HBBIVSI-110(G>A). (A) Diagram illustrating the HBBIVSI-110(G>A) gene structure (exons
as orange boxes) with normal (solid lines) and aberrant (hashed lines) splice events, and the effect of disruption on HBB mRNA splicing. (B) Alignment of HBBIVSI-

110(G>A) and HBD sequences (central, boxed sequences with shaded letters indicating mismatches for HBD) and corresponding nuclease recognition sites (colored
letters and asterisks). Three TALEN monomers (L1, L2 and R1) were employed as two differentially spaced active dimers, R1/L1 and R1/L2, to induce double-
stranded breaks upstream of the HBBIVSI-110(G>A) mutation (red box). The CRISPR/Cas9 guide RNA binding sequence encompasses the mutation close to its pro-
tospacer-adjacent motif (PAM), creating double-stranded breaks immediately adjacent to the +110 aberrant splice acceptor site (ag). Target-dependent TALEN
spacer lengths for HBB and HBD targets are indicated; spacer length below 10 bp impairs TALEN-mediated disruption. asterisks – perfect complementarity;
colored letters: mismatches; blue – TALEN target sequence; purple – RGN target sequence; green – PAM sequence. aSA: aberrant splice acceptor site; SA:
splice acceptor site; NHEJ: non-homologous end joining; TALEN: transcription activator-like effector nucleases; RGN: RNA-guided nuclease.
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Figure 2. Characterization of R1/L2- and RGN-edited HBBIVSI-110(G>A)-homozygous hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells by targeted deep sequencing. (A) and (B)
Genome modifications (indels) as the percentage of all reads in HBB, HBD and each of the top-ten in silico-predicted off-target sites, for untransfected control (UT)
(white bars), R1/L2 [in (A); black bars] and RGN [in (B); gray bars]. Elevated bar height compared to UT indicates nuclease-specific indels. Significant comparisons
for z-score analysis: *P<0.05, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. (C) and (D) Distribution of R1/L2 (C) and RGN (D) HBB indels based on the type (insertion and dele-
tions) and size, omitting combined editing events of insertions and deletions. (E) and (F) Alignments and percentages in R1/L2- (E) and RGN- (F) modified cells of
the top 20 most frequent insertion (top) or deletion (bottom) events at the HBBIVSI-110(G>A) target site, showing intron 1 (unshaded), the intron-1 branch point site (IVSI
BPS; green), exon 2 (orange), the HBBIVSI-110(G>A) mutation (pink in consensus sequence, only), non-homologous end joining-induced indels (pink with red outline), aber-
rant splice acceptor sites [+110(G>A) aSA] and splice acceptor sites (+131 SA) as underlined boxed sequences in the consensus sequence. Events combining
insertions (upper-case letters) and deletions are not shown. Binding sites for TALEN (E) and RGN genomic RNA and protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence (F)
are indicated above each consensus sequence. The frequencies shown are frequencies within each class of indels. (G) Percentage of different +1 nucleotide inser-
tions at the HBBIVSI-110(G>A) target site in R1/L2- and RGN-edited hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells. (H) Percentage of deletions removing the HBBIVSI-110(G>A) muta-
tion in TALEN R1/L2- (black) and RGN- (gray) modified cells. TALEN: transcription activator-like effector nuclease; RGN: . RNA-guided nuclease
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liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) analysis for R1/L1
showed a reduction of the HBD/HBA ratio to 0.068
(approximately -53% compared with control levels:
0.16±0.04), concurrent with an increase in combined g-
globin chains HBG/HBA (0.39, +32.7%) and with a mar-

ginal decrease in HBB/HBA levels (0.37, -2.2%) (Online
Supplementary Figure S4E,F). These findings reflected
inadvertent HBD targeting superimposed on normal
competition of HBB-like globin expression9 and led to
exclusion of R1/L1 from further analyses.
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Figure 3. Non-homologous end joining-based correction of HBBIVSI-110(G>A)-homozygous hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells using R1/L2 and RGN. (A) T7E1-
based assessment of targeted disruption of HBBIVSI-110(G>A) (blue bars) and HBD (orange bars) in patient-derived hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC)
for treatment with R1/L2, RNA-guided nucleases (RGN), green fluorescent protein (GFP) and untransfected control (UT). (B) Left. Stages of erythropoiesis
detected during in vitro erythroid differentiation of HSPC with progressing hemoglobinization. Right. Images of treated, differentiated (day 3), cytocentrifuged
and stained HSPC from patient A. Size marker for right panel: 10 μm. (C) Average percentages of erythroid subpopulations of HSPC across patients A–C as
illustrated in (B). PRO: pro-erythroblast; BASO: basophilic; POLY: polychromatophilic; ORTHO: orthochomatophilic; RET: reticulocytes. (D) Average percentages of
cells in late-stage erythropoiesis (orthochromatophilic and reticulocytes) extracted from (C) and compared to the UT by standard unmatched one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and the Dunnett multiple comparison test. Significant comparisons: R1/L2 and RGN ****P<0.0001. (E) Average percentages of hemo-
globinized (o-dianisidine-positive) HSPC across patients A–C as illustrated in (B), compared with UT by an unmatched Kruskal-Wallis test and the Dunn multiple
comparison analysis. Significant comparison: *P=0.0272. (F) Splice correction shown at the transcript level as the mean (± standard deviation) proportion of
normal and aberrant HBB mRNA of total HBB mRNA (top) and as total HBB mRNA expression compared to UT (bottom). Statistical comparison to UT was per-
formed by matched one-way ANOVA and the Dunnett multiple comparison test. Significant comparisons: ****P<0.0001. (G) Representative reversed phase
high performance liquid chromatography-based detection of human globin chains in patient-derived HSPC cultures on day 7 of induced erythroid differentiation
after the treatments indicated. (H) Quantification of mean HBB-like/HBA globin chain ratios as determined in (G) across experiments (n=3), shown as fractions
of total HBB-like globin chains (left) and as HBB-like/HBA globin chain ratios given relative to normal controls (n=4). Statistical comparison with UT of treated
HSPC across patients A–C was performed by matched one-way ANOVA and the Dunnett multiple comparison test. Significant comparisons **P=0.0086; ***
P=0.0009; RGN **** P=0.0001.
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We then performed deep sequencing analysis of off-tar-
get activity at HBD and at the additional respective top
ten predicted off-target sites (Online Supplementary Table
S1)10,11 for R1/L2- and RGN-treated cells (Figure 2). At
HBBIVSI-110(G>A) on-target disruption efficiencies of 68.2%
and 88.3%, respectively, R1/L2 gave significant detection
only in HBD (Figure 2A), albeit at a marginal frequency
(0.19% vs. 0.11% for control background, P=0.001),
while the RGN gave significant detection at the top three
predicted off-target sites (Figure 2B). RGN off-target sites
CAS_OFF1 (54.1% vs. 0.08% for the untransfected con-
trol, P<0.0001), CAS_OFF2 (0.4% vs. 0.35%, P<0.05) and
CAS_OFF3 (0.07% vs. 0.04%, P<0.05) were all identified
as intronic.12 CAS_OFF1 lies on chromosome 13, within
the 331-kb intron 3 of RNF219_AS1 (Online
Supplementary Figure S5A), which encodes a long non-
coding RNA with mainly cerebral expression and with-
out disease association (Online Supplementary Figure
S5B).13 Off-target site CAS_OFF2 lies in intron 2 of
DGKK and is mainly expressed in the brain and pituitary
gland,13 and CAS_OFF3, in intron 13 of CDC42BPB, is
expressed ubiquitously, and weakly in whole blood.13

Analysis of on-target activity additionally employed
Human Splicing Finder (HSF) for prediction of changes in
the aberrant splice acceptor site consensus motif and
splice-related binding sites.14 R1/L2 and the RGN pro-
duced distinctive patterns of on-target indels (Figure 2C,
D), similar to patterns detected for three additional sam-
ples by TIDE-based analysis (Online Supplementary Figure
S6) and as exemplified by the 20 most frequent events
detected for each nuclease (Figure 2E, F). For R1/L2, the
majority of indels (96.7%) were deletions of various
lengths ≥1 bp (Figure 2C, E). For the RGN, the indel pat-
tern was more balanced between insertions (42.7%) and
deletions (57.3%) (Figure 2D, F). The commonest RGN-
induced event was a 1-bp insertion immediately
upstream of the mutation (40.4% of all events), with
clear preference for adenine (91.8%) and thymidine
(7.6%) (Figure 2G). As shown in Figure 2H, 44.5% of
RGN-mediated events and only 35.5% of TALEN R1/L2-
mediated events abolished the aberrant splice acceptor
site. Importantly, indel events above 5% relative frequen-
cy invariably preserved the splice acceptor site core motif
while weakening aberrant splice acceptor site-related
splice motifs overall (Online Supplementary Figure S7),
thus favoring functional correction even if the primary
mutation is preserved. For both nucleases, few deletions
extended into the splice acceptor site or beyond, suggest-
ing a good safety profile for on-target activity and further
predicting a high level of functional correction.
We then assessed functional correction of HBBIVSI-110(G>A)

homozygous primary cells by R1/L2 and by the RGN in
additional samples (n=3), at high HBB-targeted disruption
efficiency (R1/L2: 66.6–95.4% and RGN: 35.6–74.6%)
according to T7E1 assays and at marginal or undetectable
HBD off-targeting (Figure 3A). Complementary analyses
by TIDE confirmed high disruption efficiency and addi-
tionally revealed consistent indel patterns across multiple
experiments, showing that 86% of R1/L2 events were
deletions and that 84.1% of RGN events were almost
equally split between an 8-bp deletion and 1-bp inser-
tions (Online Supplementary Figure S6). We analyzed treat-
ment-related functional correction based on key disease
parameters of HBBIVSI-110(G>A) thalassemia, specifically ery-
thropoiesis and hemoglobinization by differential micro-
scopic scoring, HBB mRNA splicing by real-time quanti-
tative PCR and expression of individual globin species by
RP-HPLC.4,15Microscopy consistently showed morpholo-
gy indicative of more advanced erythroid differentiation

after R1/L2 and RGN treatment (Figure 3B), which based
on stalling of thalassemic progenitors at the polychro-
matophilic stage of erythropoiesis is a diagnostic gold
standard for disease correction, at moderate sample
requirements.4 Treatment-blinded scoring of thousands
of cells from each culture (R1/L2: 4,579; RGN: 2,287;
GFP: 4,230; untransfected control: 4,570) showed signif-
icant correction of late-stage erythroid differentiation for
R1/L2 (64.8±6.9%, P<0.0001) and for the RGN
(67.0±6.4%, P<0.0001) compared with controls
(51.0±6.9) (Figure 3C, D). Likewise, hemoglobinization
was increased with the RGN (90.7±4.1%, P=0.0688) and
significantly increased with R1/L2 (91.0±5.1%,
P=0.0272) compared with controls (85.6±3.3%) (Figure
3C–E), although this represents a less sensitive indicator
of functional correction for β-thalassemias with residual
β-globin expression.4 RNA analysis of variant ratios
revealed significantly corrected  HBB pre-mRNA splicing
in bulk populations, from a control ratio of 56.8±0.9% to
92.0±3.7% (P<0.0001) for R1/L2 and to 99.3±1.3%
(P<0.0001) for RGN treatment (Figure 3F, top), the latter
with a real-time quantitative PCR readout for aberrant
mRNA close to the limit of detection. As an additional
measurement, total HBB mRNA indicated variably
increased expression by a factor of 2.19±1.39 for R1/L2
and of 2.36±2.16 for RGN treatment (Figure 3F, bottom).
Protein analysis by 
RP-HPLC showed that both, R1/L2 and RGN, restored
HBB expression significantly and to therapeutic levels
(Figure 3G, H). In the absence of detectable HBB disrup-
tion (Figure 3A), competition by increased HBB levels
reduced HBD/HBA by 30% for R1/L2 (P=0.2677) and by
38.8% for the RGN (P=0.1342) (Figure 3H), reduced
HBG/HBA by 37.8% for R1/L2 (P=0.0689) and signifi-
cantly reduced HBG/HBA by 61.9% for the RGN
(P=0.0086) treatment. Whereas GFP and untransfected
controls only reached 29.0±9.5% and 25.6 ±7.3%,
respectively, of normal HBB/HBA levels, R1/L2-treated
cells achieved on average 48.8±12.5% (P=0.0009) and the
RGN 61.8±12.8% (P=0.0001), with 76.5% peak levels for
RGN-edited bulk populations.
In summary, assessments for HBBIVSI-110(G>A) at DNA,

RNA, protein and morphological levels indicate disrup-
tion of aberrant regulatory elements by TALEN and RGN
as a highly efficient gene therapy approach for suitable
mutations, at a high level of biosafety in particular for the
TALEN R1/L2 pair analyzed here. Further discussion and
details of the methods are provided in the Online
Supplementary Material.
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